INTRODUCTION
Due to the performance and economic benefit obtained by scaling, future semiconductor electron devices for logic functions will progress toward ultra-thin-body channels and 2-dimensional (2D) high carrier mobility materials. The significance is that small devices can be made to yield higher performance and greater energy-efficiency. To put this trend in perspective, fin-field-effect-transistor 1,2 (FinFET) technology was a research topic 7-8 years ago, but is now at the heart of the microprocessor in high-end smartphones. 3 While the positioning of TMDs in electronic products of the future is still unsure, perhaps they will be more suited to low power, it is still worthwhile to understand how a relatively undeveloped system can reach maturity in less than a decade.
Graphene is semi-metallic, which makes it difficult to switch off electron devices such as FETs. Bandgap engineering is required to open a bandgap of graphene, which is not an easy undertaking. This has motivated the scientific community to search for alternate 2D
layer materials with semiconducting properties and better tuneability. Many TMDs are natural semiconductors with thicknesses on the nanometre scale. TMD semiconductors are now emerging as potentially useful materials, where more research is needed, in order to explore their properties and potential applications.
The properties of a single-and few-layer TMDs are very distinct from those of the bulk, such as a transition from indirect to direct semiconductor. 4, 5, 6, 7 Furthermore, as a result of both the reduced dimension and modified electronic structure these materials have great potential for applications in electronics, energy storage and conversion, 8 as well as sensors. 9 TMD materials are comprised of single-atomic layers of transition metal atoms (e.g. Mo)
sandwiched between layers of group-VI atoms (e.g. S). These repeated units are held together via van der Waals bonding. This combination of strong covalent intra-plane and weak interplane bonding allows for 2D synthesis of TMDs. To date experiments probing the electronic properties of these 2D materials remain at an early stage of development, particularly on large area films grown by TAC or ALD. In this work we perform parameter extraction for MoS 2 thin-films formed by TAC of Mo in a sulphur vapour to determine sheet resistance (R sh ), resistivity (ρ), and activation energy (E A )
of the on-state current flow. in the higher resolution image in Fig. 1(b) . The MoS 2 is not perfectly layered but is polycrystalline in nature. From XTEM the MoS 2 thickness was estimated to be 20 nm. The electrical data presented hereafter is for the completely-converted Mo film, as in The temperature dependence of the current was then evaluated. Representative data is shown in Fig. 4 for a contact spacing of 80 µm. The current versus voltage behaviour is still linear up to 100 °C, and the current increases with increasing temperature consistent with semiconductor behaviour. Fig. 5 shows I versus 1/kT which is used to extract the activation energy (E A ) of the on-state current, which was found to be 0.18 eV. The bandgap of MoS 2 in bulk form is 1.3 eV, increasing to 1.8 eV in monolayer form, 10 as the nature of the band gap changes from indirect to direct. 35 The value of activation energy obtained here agrees with the value determined by Kam-Keung, where a value of 0.1 eV activation energy of electrical resistivity was reported in 1982. 36 Total resistance (R T ) was then calculated and plotted versus contact spacing. In accordance with C-TLM theory, R T must be corrected to account for the circular nature of the structures, before a linear fit is made. This linearisation of R T is performed according to the equations :
EXPERIMENTAL
where R sh is sheet resistance, L T is the transfer length, L is the inner contact radius in the C-TLM test structure, and d is the contact separation. C is a correction factor to account for the circular nature of the test structure. Once applied, we obtain the corrected total resistance;
The linear interpolation of R T_COR versus d (see Fig. 6 ) allows us to estimate R sh and L T .
From the knowledge of these parameters, we can evaluate the resistivity (ρ) and the specific contact resistivity (ρ c ) as follows:
where t is the MoS 2 thickness.
The dependence of the total resistance as a function of contact separation over the temperature range (25 °C to 100 °C) is shown in Figure 6 . Note, both slope and intercept of this linear fit line changes with temperature, indicating a change in both contact resistance and bulk MoS 2 resistivity with temperature. R sh was estimated to be 95. It can also be considered whether changes with temperature in bulk or sheet resistivity could be decoupled from changes in the contact resistance. We see in Fig. 6 that both the slope and intercepts of the linear fit lines change, not just one changing with the other fixed.
In other words we found that all resistivity parameters (R sh , ρ c ) fall by approximately the same level, 80 %, in going from 25 to 100 °C. It should be noted that this air sensitivity is not specific to TMDs formed by TAC. We have seen significant air sensitivity of mechanically exfoliated TMDs of various types. That work will be presented elsewhere. When exposed to air for 1 month the MoS 2 resistivity was observed to increase by 13%, thus for certain applications care must be taken to properly passivate or encapsulate the TMD layers.
